The Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (NMSSM) can incorporate inflation, where a combination of the Higgs-doublet fields plays the role of the inflaton. At the high scale, the Higgs doublets are non-minimally coupled to supergravity; this coupling appears as an additional contribution to the µ term in the low-energy effective superpotential and potentially changes physics at the electroweak scale. In a recent publication, we investigate the extended parameter space of this model with respect to collider phenomenology at the electroweak scale, and discuss scenarios which are potentially different from the pure NMSSM. We analyse the stability of the electroweak vacuum, the masses of neutralinos/charginos and Higgs bosons as well as the mixing and decays of Higgs bosons. Some important aspects of this study are described in the following.
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Introduction During the period of inflation the universe has exponentially increased its size. The idea of using the Higgs field of the Standard Model (SM) as inflaton has been proposed in Refs. [1] [2] [3] . However, the simplest implementation is fine-tuned [4] . A possible solution is given by the scale-free extension of the SM in canonical superconformal supergravity models as proposed by Refs. [5, 6] based on earlier work by Ref. [7] . In these models, two Higgs SU(2)-doublet superfieldsĤ u,d are non-minimally coupled to Einstein gravity via χĤ u ·Ĥ d with a dimensionless constant χ; an additional Higgs singlet superfieldŜ stabilises the potential during inflation, see Ref. [7] . These requirements can be implemented in the Z 3 -invariant NMSSM augmented by an additional µ term, which we call µNMSSM in the following. In Ref. [8] , we study the low-energy electroweak phenomenology of this model; studies at the scale of inflation are given in Refs. [5, 6, 9] . We have generated a model file for FeynArts [10, 11] , FormCalc [12] and LoopTools [12] , where SARAH [13] [14] [15] [16] has been used to generate the tree-level couplings of the µNMSSM, and at the oneloop order we have implemented the counterterms and a renormalisation scheme that is compatible with the schemes of Refs. [17, 18] for the MSSM and NMSSM. Leading two-loop corrections from the MSSM are added with the help of FeynHiggs [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The compatibility of our scenarios with the experimental data is evaluated with the help of HiggsBounds-5.1.0beta [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] and HiggsSignals-2.1.0beta [32] . In addition, we check the stability of the electroweak vacuum with respect to non-standard global minima. In view of the hints in the existing data [33] [34] [35] , we investigate scenarios with light Higgs singlets with production cross-sections taken from the NMSSM version of SusHi [36, 37] .
Analysis The superpotential of the µNMSSM with the non-minimal coupling to supergravity reads W = λŜĤ u ·Ĥ d + [38] , where the light gravitino dark matter overcloses the universe [39, 40] , can be avoided by a low reheating temperature [41, 42] . The Lagrangian
s |S| 2 , which softly breaks SUSY and the Z 3 -symmetry, is used. Further parameters which break Z 3 -symmetry are generated radiatively and renormalised in the DR scheme at the scale of the top-mass m t . An extensive analytic discussion of the Higgs potential and masses, vacuum stability, trilinear Higgs couplings, and neutralino, chargino and sfermion masses is given in Ref. [8] . The most important aspects are summarised in the following: (1) the Higgs mass matrix at the tree level contains terms ∝(µ + µ eff ), κ µ eff and µ −1 eff in the singlet-doublet mixing, and terms ∝κ µ eff , (κ µ eff ) 2 , µ −2 eff and µ/µ eff in the singlet elements; (2) full one-loop and leading MSSM two-loop corrections of O(α t α s ) [43] and O α 2 t [44, 45] are added with the help of FeynHiggs, while further available fixed-order results [46, 47] or resummation of large logarithms [24, 25, 48] are discarded; (3) the assignment of the CP-even light and heavy doublets h 0 , H 0 and singlet s 0 as well as the CP-odd doublet A 0 and singlet a s is determined from the largest admixture of the corresponding tree-level state; (4) the mass m H ± of the charged Higgs H ± substitutes A λ ; (5) vacuum stability is determined from the tree-level Higgs potential to a good accuracy, see Ref. [49] ; (6) vacua are classified as long-or short-lived if the tunnelling time to the deeper global minima is longer or shorter than the age of the universe; (7) constraints from charge and color-breaking minima [50] [51] [52] [53] can be taken over to the µNMSSM; (8) we investigate tree-level decays, but point out that loop-corrections can be large [54] [55] [56] [57] ; (9) the Higgs decays which depend on both µ and µ eff are s 0 → h 0 h 0 , H 0 → s 0 h 0 , A 0 → s 0 a s and s 0 → H + H − ; (10) in the neutralino, chargino and sfermion sectors µ and µ eff only appear as (µ + µ eff ) and κ µ eff at the tree level, which is why the shift µ + µ eff → µ eff and rescaling κ →κ = κ µ eff /(µ + µ eff ) lead to identical spectra in the NMSSM and µNMSSM. Fig. 1 shows an example of our analysis in Ref. [8] for the Higgs spectrum and the vacuum stability as a function of κ/λ and (µ + µ eff ) with fixed λ and µ. In this setup, variations in the predicted SMlike Higgs mass are induced by admixture of the singlet or loop corrections. The value of A κ largely influences the CP-odd singlet mass, which explains the large tachyonic region in the left plot. In the green area at the left side the singlet admixture to the SM-like Higgs is reduced such that also the decay width for h 0 → a s a s becomes smaller. The endpoints of the contours indicate a tachyonic Higgs at the tree or loop level. Each boundary is parallel to the contours of the state which turns tachyonic. The boundaries differ from the bounds of vacuum stability due to the loop corrections.
Conclusions The extended parameter space of the µNMSSM compared to the NMSSM is investigated with respect to vacuum stability, Higgs masses and decays, and neutralino phenomenology. Scenarios with the potential to distinguish both models are proposed; differences typically occur in the singlet sector. Some excluded scenarios in the NMSSM may still be viable in the µNMSSM.
